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Female factory workers in Korea have suffered from severe oppression and
poor living standards ever since the forceful Japanese occupation of the
Korean peninsula. The process of industrial-based oppression created a
difficult economic situation. Women were aggressively mobilized to
become the main supply of labor power. Beginning with the Japanese occu-
pation, the overall labor participation rate by women reached a relatively
high average of 30–40 percent. The agricultural sector was becoming over-
whelmed, and thus women often crossed over into industry and commerce.
In the industrial sectors, 80–90 percent of women workers were employed
in chemical and other industries, and in unskilled jobs in the garment,
rubber, and food manufacturing industries. Thus, gender stratification
began in the initial stage of industrialization.

Korean capital faced numerous crises after the nation’s liberation, so the
Park Chung-hee government aggressively promoted economic develop-

ment plans in response. During this period, the Korean economy experienced
rapid growth, based on low-wage labor power.

That economic growth was driven largely by women workers, who
endured low wages and long working hours. This development would have
been impossible without the women workers who toiled through the night in
shoe, wig, textile, garment, and electronic factories, under the slogans “Only
Exports Will Save Us” and “Modernization of the Fatherland.” The 1970s
labor movement was mainly the struggle for the right to life, to establish demo-
cratic labor unions, and to democratize yellow unions. As a result, young
women workers, who were treated like machines at the bottom of the low-
wage hierarchy while also enduring social disdain, were the first to resist
these conditions. They suffered from harsh oppression, but their struggle to
overcome it became the spark that eventually toppled the dictatorship.

The YH Struggle illustrates this situation. During the regime of Park
Chung-hee, Korea had an export-oriented policy based on the availability
of low-wage labor. Then the YH Union formed, demanding better working
conditions and pay; this, combined with the decline of the wig industry
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and the flight of capital by management and overall corruption, caused the
YH Company to announce it would close. Unionists began a struggle for
their lives, and when the battle escalated, unionists turned to the New
Democratic Party for protection. They locked themselves in the company
building, and the police raided, killing protestor Kim Kyoung-sook. The
outcry from this death provoked numerous mass protests throughout the
country, and the Park regime faced internal instability. Thus, women
workers had exercised some political clout.

The jobs currently available to women are mainly irregular, daily,
dispatch, or special employment work, which is excluded from the labor
laws. Seven out of ten women are irregular workers. According to the 2002
National Statistics Report, women made up 61.7 percent of 748,000
specialty-employed persons (golf caddies, home tutors, insurance sales
persons, telemarketers, scriptwriters for broadcasting companies, animators,
etc.), who are unprotected by labor laws.

Compared to regular male employees, women’s wages for regular
employment are only 72 percent as high. Irregular male workers make 52
percent of the wages earned by regular male employees, and irregular women
employees only make 38 percent of regular male employees. Overall, the
wages of women make up only 65.4 percent of the average wages of men.
Moreover, 64.7 percent of those receiving less thanminimumwage are women.

According to the 2005 Economically Active Population Survey by the
National Statistics Office, approximately 1.76 million out of 15 million
workers (11.8 percent), belong to unions. Also, 420,000 (6.7 percent) of
total women workers are unionized. Union membership decreases for
irregular workers. Even combining the men and women together, it only
reaches 3.2 percent. Considering that 70 percent of women workers are
irregular, and the majority of those irregular workers in labor organizations
are in relatively stable set-period employment and daily work, joining a
union is next to impossible for most irregular women workers employed
in the hourly system or temporary employment. According to 2004 statistics,
4.8 percent of irregular male workers were unionized, compared to 1.5
percent of irregular women workers.

Although there are now legal measures in Korea, such as the Gender
Equality Law, Gender Discrimination Prevention and Relief Law, and

the Public Sector Female Employment Incentive System, discrimination
continues against women within the labor market. Women workers make
up 41.8 percent of non-salaried and non-management level workers, thus
occupying a low status in the labor market. About 44 percent of female
wageworkers are concentrated in workplaces with less than 10 employees.
Only 18.8 percent of women workers are employed in workplaces with
more than 100 employees. From the beginning of recruitment to
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employment, discrimination separates women into less desirable jobs, and
makes them ineligible for promotion, training, retirement age system, and
retirement benefits.

Korean society is slowly recognizing the discrimination against
women. At Hana Bank, employees were divided into two types of jobs:
male workers made up 93 percent of management employees, and women
made up 98 percent of tellers. As a result, a court ruled that having two
different types of employment, and barriers against women in work evalu-
ations for promotion, violated the ban on gender discrimination as outlined
by the Gender Equality Law.

The rate of economic activity of males continues to increase until their
early 30s, and then gradually decreases. The graph of women show that their
participation continues until their early 20s, stays at that level until their late
20s, and suddenly drops. This is the period when women become pregnant,
have children, and become caretakers of their children. Because it is difficult
to continue working during pregnancy, childbirth, or childcare, women
workers quit or are forced to leave their jobs. Irregular workers who
become pregnant or give birth do not get their contracts renewed, so they
cannot use their maternity leave. Then, after their children reach a certain
age, these women return to work to earn money for their children’s school
tuition, during a period that requires the greatest household income for a
family’s survival. So from the mid 30s to the early to mid 40s, the rate of
participation for women reaches a peak. For most middle-aged women
re-entering the labor market, most end up working in low wage irregular work.

Although women workers were present in the 1960s and 1970s
democratic labor movement, there was no time to think about women, in
particular. Most women felt that once the labor movement (labor unions)
became established for everyone, then the women workers problems
would also be solved. When that did not happen, the Korean Women
Workers Association (KWWA) was established, in 1987, to organize and
promote women workers.

Throughout the Great Workers Struggle between from July 1987–1988,
the Korean Women Workers Association focused primarily on union

support projects to help build strong democratic labor unions. KWWA
built democratic trade unions, supported women’s departments, and
promoted the women workers movement through education about women
workers issues.

From 1989 to 1991, while the labor movement worked to build strong
labor unions and to focus on the problems of women workers, Korean
Women Workers Associations formed in each region. As downsizing,
firing, and bankruptcy increased, due to industrial restructuring, the issue
of employment stability for women workers became the most important
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project for the KWWA. It demanded legal and systematic policy changes for
employment stability, and legal advocacy to stop gender discrimination,
among other demands.

From 1992 to 1995, labor organizing suddenly decreased, and in
response the women workers movement attempted to organize not only
unmarried and married women workers, but also the wives of workers. As
discussions began on regional and civil activism, uniting the labor
movement and regional activism emerged as the most important issue, and
regional organizing increased. In 1992, the Korean Women Workers
Associations United (KWWAU) formed, uniting the regional groups, and
working to increase the expertise and scope of the women workers
movement, as well as conducting aggressive policy changes, establishing
childcare facilities at workplaces, initiating job training for women, and
creating plans for women worker’s welfare. The KWWAU was also the
watchdog over government plans for women worker’s welfare, and it
conducted activities against the Dispatch Law and worked to revise the
Gender Equality Law. In 1994, it established a counseling hotline for
working women called Equaline.

From 1996 to 1998, KWWAU focused on uniting the various projects
around the nation, bringing the women worker’s movement to the main-
stream and increasing their expertise. They focused especially on employ-
ment stability policy, research on women workers and ways to promote
the Gender Equality Law and the Infant Nursery Act. Discussions were
held about how to organize a network of women workers in the enterprise
trade union system, as well as to organize women workers in small-scale
workplaces. As a way of dealing with the increasing problem of women’s
employment, the Action Center for Women’s Unemployment was started
in June 1998. The Center increased policy advocacy on women’s unemploy-
ment, and support projects to help women who continued to move back and
forth between unstable employment to unemployment situations.

After discussing the creation of a women’s union as the major project for
1998, the Korean Women’s Trade Union (KWTU) was formed in 1999.

While managing the Women Resource Development Center and Self
Support Activity Center, the organization’s work on women’s welfare
projects strengthened. At a time when our ability to advocate for policy
and promote the basic rights of irregular workers, human rights and
equality for women workers became stronger, the Action Center for the
Restoration of Irregular WomenWorker’s Rights was formed in 2000 in con-
junction with the Korean Women’s Trade Union. Among many issues of
employment instability of women, KWWAU focused on abolishing dis-
crimination against irregular workers, increasing the basic labor rights
through application of existing laws, increasing the scope of labor-related
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laws, and working to change the legal system. KWWAU also increased their
international solidarity activities, and in 2004 created the House Managers
Cooperative to aggressively participate in international solidarity projects,
such as organizing the “Women Workers Initiative Challenge Against
Globalization” in 2005. In 2006, KWWAU plans to conduct many diverse
activities focusing on poverty to resolve the increasing problem of the
“feminization of poverty” or “the poverty of women workers.”

Establishing the Korean Women Workers Associations United
promoted the consciousness of women workers on many levels, through
work to build women’s departments within the labor movement, activities
to publicize women workers issues, policy advocacy, counseling,
education and training, and work to solve regional problems. While
promoting the issue of employment instability, KWWAU was able to
organize and publicize the issue of women’s employment that the labor
movement had not been able to embrace or confront aggressively.

KWWAU organized a class of women workers whose conditions did
not allow labor activities within the workplace. Through this work, women
workers could promote social change through the frame of an organization
(small group activities, government policy monitoring, petition exhibitions,
and participation in demonstrations). From this standpoint, KWWAU was
able to change the consciousness of women workers who previously were
very isolated.

In 1999, female employees faced a serious crisis of unemployment. As
a result of the 1997 International Monetary Fund economic crisis, many
female workplaces went bankrupt, temporarily shut down or closed
altogether. Unable to receive any benefits from a social security net, most
women had no choice but to leave these small businesses with only a promis-
sory note for their wages. Those women could not return as regular workers
because the only jobs available to them afterward were irregular jobs, due the
emerging labor market strategy of “flexibility.” As a result, the Korean
Women’s Trade Union began to work for women who crossed between
unemployment and employment.

Women workers have a problem in generating united power because
Korea has an employment structure that makes it difficult to join enterprise
trade unions. Almost all women work in workplaces with 100 employees or
less, where unions are hard to form. As the majority of temporary or daily
workers, they’re also closed out of labor unions. Women are also more
likely to move between employment and unemployment, which further
undermines their ability to organize. Thus, the KWTU needs to make it
easy for women workers to become members, regardless of region or job.

The labor unions in Korea have been criticized for only representing men
in large factories, and regular workers. The rate of women being
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organized is very low, and most labor union officials are male. According to a
survey of female labor unionists at Korean Confederation of Trade Unions
and the Federation of Korean Trade Unions, the “male-focused unions, con-
servatism of male officials, and the housework burden of married women
made it difficult to have time to be active in labor unions.” To overcome
these limitations, KWTU works to encourage and raise the self-esteem of
women.

KWTU’s main goal is to change the unequal status that women face in
society and the workplace in areas such as marriage, childbirth, childcare,
and other situations. Thus, KWTU’s work is broader than an enterprise
union that focuses only on wage negotiations. Rather than restricting itself
solely to negotiations in the workplace, it instead organizes a variety of
programs needed by working women, such as job placement, skills
training, community support, and family camps for child-rearing. Women
must organize themselves and develop their own leadership.

The members of KWTU are mostly irregular, employed in small
workplaces, and generally work in the informal sector. Struggling women
members have claimed that: “The best thing that I’ve done in the 60 years
of my life is joining KWTU”; or that “Through KWTU, I can work with con-
fidence at my factory”; or that “I could never say I was working as an
irregular worker, but now I am not ashamed of my job”; or that “I am
very happy to be a union member of KWTU.” Because they are irregulars,
because they are women, and because they are excluded from the standard
labor unions, most members were able to solve their problems for the first
time through the KWTU.

After joining the union, the women overcome everything from small
difficulties to difficult strikes, and they develop strong bonds with their
comrades while rediscovering their self-worth. Through this process, many
women unionists grow to become union officials. Newly formed union
leadership helps build “horizontal leadership” (non-hierarchical leadership),
where decisions are made with co-workers.

In 2000, 23 cleaners from a university in Incheon came to receive
counseling from KWTU. Most were working as service workers, and were
receiving the minimum wage, because of the lowest-bid contract system.
In April 2001, KWTU conducted a survey of 528 women workers in 107
service industries in the nation. The results showed that the Incheon
workers were not the exception: most cleaners were receiving minimum
wage, and nearly one-fourth claimed they were actually receiving less than
the then legal minimum wage.

With these results, KWTU, Korean Women Workers Associations
United, and Korean Women’s Trade Union held a nationwide campaign
from May to July of 2001. This was the first nationwide campaign ever
launched to raise minimum wages. As a result, the minimum wage of
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421,490 Korean won (USD $357) per month was raised by 12.6 percent to
474,600 Korean won (USD $402) per month. In 2002, the Minimum
Wage Network was established by over 50 labor unions and civil society
organizations, and the campaign continued with even more success as the
minimum wage was raised again by 8.3 percent, reaching 514,150 Korean
won (USD $436) per month. In 2005, the network succeeded in revising a
law relating to the minimum wage. Currently the campaign to raise the
minimum wage is conducted not only by KWTU, but also by KCTU,
FKTU, and other civic organizations in solidarity. KWTU has formed the
University Cleaners Union in 10 colleges, and the Daejon Branch is
currently organizing women cleaners at regional universities.

In Korea, the work of a golf caddy is regarded as a woman’s job, and the
great majority of caddies are women. Although employed, they are not

recognized as workers because they are paid by the customers and not by
their employers. Thus they do not enjoy the protection of the Labor
Standard Law and are not protected from unfair dismissals, sexual harassment,
and occupational hazards.

In October 1999, the first labor union for golf caddies was formed as a
branch of the KWTU. With the advent of the 1997 economic crisis, many
golf caddies were unfairly dismissed under the pretext that “workers who
are more than 43 years old should resign.” KWTU counseled golf caddies
at three golf clubs and finally a unit of KWTU was set up at a golf club
(88 Country Club) on December 6, 1999.

On May 17, 2000 the Ministry of Labor issued a ruling that “88CC golf
caddies are workers” and on July 12, 2001, the 88CC branch of KWTU
obtained a collective agreement. The 88CC branch was the first case of
golf caddies achieving a collective agreement with a company. Recently,
on November 30, 2003 88CC branch succeeded in renewing a collective
agreement after 48 days of struggle. Currently, the 88CC branch strives to
revise labor laws in order to achieve recognition as workers.

In 2002, the KWTU Broadcasting branch was established by the Masan
Munwha Broadcasting Company (MBC) scriptwriters, demanding “wage
increases, creation of employment contracts, and systematic negotiations
when programs are changed.” It asked MBC to negotiate with them and
when MBC refused, the union took collective action. A forum was held on
regional scriptwriters, and the KWTU Broadcasting Branch was formed.
Scenario writers are generally perceived in Korea as high-income freelan-
cers, but actually, are specially employed workers laboring under difficult
conditions without rights. This case became an opportunity to provide
legal protections to specially employed workers.

In the Gwangju area, cafeteria workers received counseling from the
union regarding firings and a decline in working conditions. From this, the
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KWTU learned that there are a lot of irregular workers in the schools. In
2002, a survey of cafeteria conditions was conducted, and a local union
branch was organized. Soon after, an organizing campaign was launched
to focus on problem schools. As a result, women workers in other occu-
pations at the schools got involved, and eventually also joined the union.
In 2003, the KWTU conducted a survey of four occupations of school
workers: nutritionists, cafeteria workers, librarians, and science lab assist-
ants. The union organized a forum based on the results of this survey. In
May 2004, the Public Sector Irregular Workers Plan was announced, and
the Education Human Resources Division released guidelines for irregular
workers working in the schools.

Organizing irregular women workers has been particularly difficult.
Most women have never joined a union before, and they worry that they
might be fired for doing so. But KWTU has been able to grow, nevertheless,
through the hard work and efforts of the union officials. In 2000, KWTU and
KWWAU jointly established the “Action Center for Irregular Women
Workers,” and provided support for education and organization for the
legal rights of these workers. Through the Action Center, a campaign
promoting legal worker rights is conducted every month in 10 regions
around the nation. The activities include the creation of pamphlets,
campaigns, information on daily living, and press releases.

Over the past 6 years, the 400 or so original members of the KWTU have
grown to over 6,000 members today. The union has established a model

to organize women workers and irregular women workers. Through this
work, KWTU has established itself as an effective force in Korean society.
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